OCBC Bank co-designs programme to promote 200 data scientists and analysts

How to be the best of your Morning prayers in your workplace?

Find out at the major targeted conference for HR at OCBC Bank in Singapore.

Come and hear from a variety of leading experts on HR and HR technology.

Register here for the event.

Data Certification Pathways: a purposeful set of 12 modules

The Data Certification Pathway consists of 12 modules that guide learners from basic to advanced data literacy. The modules are designed to help learners develop the skills and knowledge necessary to work with data effectively.

Some of the modules include:
- Introduction to Data Literacy
- Data Ethics and Privacy
- Data Visualization
- Data Analysis Techniques
- Data Management Fundamentals
- Advanced Analytics

These modules are available online and are self-paced, allowing learners to progress at their own pace.

OCBC Future Smart Learning Festival
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